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ABSTRACT
What happens when you lose your language?

As a child of vietnamese immigrants,
I’ve always struggled with my non-english
language skills. Communicating with
immediate family, extended family members,
even strangers, has been a struggle.

With this loss comes emotional and cultural
implications, moments of incompleteness, along with
a power struggle. Within immigrant communities
especially, there are issues of communication and
comprehension between generations. U.S.-born children
of immigrants must deal with both a generational and
cultural gap, gaps exacerbated by both distance and
time. All of this is compounded by the challenges of
assimilating to Western culture. In confronting the
loss of language, this thesis aims to develop new
informal methods of communication, ones less reliant
on established language structures, ones that can help
interact with future generations.
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Reflection back on this
conversation...

IDENTITY

She didn't realize that she was
hitting various pain points of
mine.
She most likely wanted a friend
and thought should could
connect with me.
I shouldn't have been such as
ASS.
Reach out next class?
There's TWO perspectives.
“Though Cantonese no longer feels
natural for me to speak, it will always
be my first language—even if it takes
a few translation apps and a lifetime
for us to get reacquainted.”
– JENNY LIAO, LA WRITER

I had a Vietnamese childhood,

in an American town. My friends and I spent our Friday
nights at the mall or movie theater, lamenting yet
reinforcing the social hierarchies established during
the school day. Friday nights were spent cheering on
our football team, attending games mostly because my
friends were in the marching band. Our catholic school’s
rules for prom were straight out of a John Hughes film:
students must have an “appropriate” date to attend. No
matter how American I felt, I was not American enough.
I was an outsider looking in, always the only Asian
minority in the room. After explaining that I am not
Chinese or Japanese, I would try to tell my classmates
where Vietnam was, and that my family actually
supported the United States’ efforts in the country. 1

with Vietnamese neighbors. My parents were introduced
to each other by my neighbor’s grandmother, the
local gossip and matchmaker. My first language was
Vietnamese. Every Sunday, my father would drive our
whole family to Philadelphia, so my sister and I could
attend Vietnamese language class. 2 At the same time,
my mother would stock up on groceries and supplies
only found in the Asian grocery stores along Washington
Avenue. She cooked traditional Vietnamese dishes for
dinner, family-style platters of steamed vegetables,
marinated beef, and canh chua, a sweet and sour broth
with fish, pineapple, and tomatoes, all served with our
own personal bowls of rice. My favorite holiday growing
up was Tết; it was always a big celebration where all
the suburban Viet families would get together and wish
each other health and prosperity in the coming year.
All the women were dressed in áo dài, though I always
found the long sleeves and high collar restricting. At
these large gatherings, it was evident that though I look
Vietnamese, I am not Vietnamese enough. Despite the
language classes, I can speak only broken Vietnamese,
or with an accent. My reading comprehension in
Vietnamese is one of a young child, and I have only
visited Vietnam once in my life.

1. The Vietnam War or the Second Indochina War was “officially” a conflict
between North Vietnam and South Vietnam. North Vietnam = Communism,
South Vietnam = anti-communism. The United States was supporting the
South Vietnamese military and other war efforts.
2. Vietnamese classes were my primary exposure to the Vietnamese
alphabet. The Vietnamese alphabet is Latin-based, with Twenty-nine letters.
Twenty-two letters come from the Roman alphabet – minus f, j, w, and z
– while seven letters have been altered – ă, â, đ, ê, ô, ơ, and ư. In addition,
Vietnamese uses diacritical marks to create tonal distinctions. There are
134 letter possibilities with diacritics in this alphabet. Portuguese Jesuit
missionaries created this Vietnamese alphabet.
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I had an American childhood,

COMMITMENT

07
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SỰ CAM KẾT

chất bổ

09

08

sustenance

unknowns

11

10

không biết

12

I had an Vietnamese-American
childhood,
I am a child of immigrants who came to the US from
Vietnam through a series of programs funded by the US
and Canada. Most of my family’s story—the parts that
I know about—are gathered from snippets of passing
anecdotes, and these stories only cover events before
or after the Vietnam War. There are pieces I may never
know. Like many children of immigrants, I learned to
be more independent than my mostly white peers. I
filled out my own school forms and scheduled doctor’s
appointments. I became the voice for my parents, their
English translator. I started working at a young age, first
babysitting cousins, later an assistant in my father’s
side job, then my first legitimate job in a kitchen at age
14. I developed into a strong, opinionated person who
brushed against familial expectations. These are the
shared experiences of many children of immigrants, no
matter their origin country.
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Writers from a minority, write as if you are the majority.
DO NOT EXPLAIN.
DO NOT CATER.
DO NOT TRANSLATE.
DO NOT APOLOGIZE.
Assume everyone knows what you are talking about,
as the majority does.

KEN LIU

LEE ISAAC CHUNG

WRITE WITH ALL THE PRIVILEGES OF THE MAJORITY WITH
THE HUMILITY OF A MINORITY.

– VIET THANH NGUYEN

TRANSLATION
ENGLISH
WORDS

ARRANGED

GLIMPSE
ANOTHER CULTURE
PATTERNS
ECHO

RHYTHMS
CADENCES
TREMOR
GESTURES

VÙNG

3. Even though the official Vietnamese writing system is Latin-based,
I recognize Chinese ideographs because they are used for special occasions
— festivals, funerals, Lunar New Year (Tết), and weddings, funerals. Before
the adoption of the current writing system, Vietnamese was written in
Chinese ideographs. I do not know how to read Chinese characters.

Boston Chinatown

On official forms, from government documents to
academic surveys, the only identifying option for those
of Asian ancestry is “Asian.” “Asian American” was
coined in the 1960s as a method of building political
power. “Asian American” consists of approximately
20 ethnic groups speaking over 100 languages, with
connections to Chinese, Indian, Japanese, Filipino,
Vietnamese, Korean, Hawaiian, and others. This is an
incredibly diverse group. Asian Americans have not
only the largest income gap of any racial group but
also massive health care, education, and economic
disparities that rarely get addressed. In particular,
Southeast Asians have been overlooked by established
institutions. For example, 14 percent of all Vietnamese
live in poverty in the US, compared to 12 percent of
Asian people and 15 percent of all people.
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stands the Entrance Gate to Boston Chinatown with
its Chinoiserie flourishes, engraved with the quote
that roughly translates to “everything under the sky
is for the people”.³ Across the United States, from
Boston and New York, to Las Vegas and San Francisco,
Chinatowns are gateways to working-class immigrants.
Within roughly eight city blocks, New York Manhattan
Chinatown holds the largest ethnic Chinese population
outside of Asia, with approximately 900,000 uniracical
people residing within its bounds. Though named
Chinatown, these neighborhoods are gathering hubs of
many who identify as “Asian American.”

everything under the sky is
for the people

Around the bend of Beach
Street and Surface Road,
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PLACE

VÙNG

Ethnicity and national origin
of Asian Americans

Languages spoken
by Asian Americans
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Chinese
filipino
Japanese
asian indian
vietnamese
korean
japanese
Pakistani
Cambodian
hmong
thai
laotian
taiwanese
bangladeshi
burmese
indonesian
nepalese
sri lankan
malaysian
mongolian
bhutanese
okinawan

English
mandarin
cantonese
tagalog
vietnamese
korean
hindi
japanese
urdu
gujarati
Panjabi
Telugu
Bengali
Hmong
Mon-Khmer
Tamil
Thai
Laotian
Malayalam
Ilocano
Nepali
Formosan
Marathi
Indonesian
Samoan
Burmese
Kannada
Tongan
Bisayan
Sinhalese
Hawaiian
Chamorro
Mien
Sebuano
Malay
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3/4

of the U.S. Asian populations speaks
English proficiently

2/3

of U.S. born, speak only
English at home

Throughout the 1970s
into the 1990s,

This connection with their “Asian” language is tentative
at best. Nearly three-quarters of the United States Asian
population speaks English proficiently, and upon the
U.S. born, nearly two-thirds speak only English at home.
We can see language loss with other minorities within
the United States and abroad. Of the 6,500 languages
spoken worldwide, at least half of those will have
fallen silent by the end of this century. More than three
hundred indigenous languages were once spoken in the
United States; today, linguists worry that within thirty
years there will be only twenty. American linguist, Avram
Noam Chomsky, theorized that all languages were
built on an underlying universal grammar embedded in
human genes. Interested linguists, like David Harrison,
focused on the quirks that make each language
unique and that culture can influence a language’s
form. Harrison states that 85 percent of languages
have yet to be documented. In understanding all these
languages, the goal of these linguists is to contribute
to the comprehension of components that is universal
to all languages. The Seri people of Mexico have a local
expression that says everyone has a flower inside, and
inside the flower is a word.

“If one child is
raised speaking
Cmiique Iitom
and another
speaking
Spanish,
they will be
different
p e o p l e .”
Efran Estrella Romero, a seri Elder
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millions of immigrants came to the United States
from Asia. Many used the reunification statute in the
Hart-Celler Act legislation to reunify their families –
grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, all came. 4 A Pew
Research Center report found 62 percent of immigrants
from the six largest “source countries” – China, India,
the Philippines, Korea, Vietnam, and Japan – received
their green cards through family sponsorships.
Although the United States did have people who
looked like them, these new arrivals shared little in
common with their fellow “Asian Americans” except for
general cultural themes, like food or holiday rituals and
language.

Hải Phòng, Northern Vietnam

Fort Indiantown Gap,
Lebanon County, Pennsylvania

Vũng Tàu, Southern Vietnam
Mothe

r ’s im m
ig

ra t io n

Phillippines

path

Lincoln, Nebraska

Wake Islands
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West Chester, Pennsylvania

Montreal, Canada
Bình Giã, Southern Vietnam

Fa t h

Richmond, Virginia
e r ’s

imm

i g ra

tion

path

Galang, Indonesia
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ying – yang
opposites / contrary forces
complementary forces
interconnected
interdependent

I eat when I am hungry, I eat
until I feel full.
I will refuse a dish because I
dislike it, despite being hungry.
I might take my medicine, I
might not.
I eat treats when they are
handed to me.
I demand treats when I want
them. LOUDLY.
I search for food, sticking my
nose in places I do not belong.

At the designated mealtime, I
will consume the appropriate
amount of calories needed to
sustain my body at its optimal
levels. Food is a fuel source.
Digestion takes up too much
energy, energy that should
go towards more important
endeavors. Meat consumption
is too energy-intensive, to take
one food source to give it to
another food source before
consumption. It is more efficient
to consume a plant-based diet. A
liquid diet is sufficient, however,
not optimal. Evolution provided
teeth to chew and process food
before digestion.

FADE IN:

INT. CHILDHOOD HOME – EVENING
In a Philadelphia suburb, family is gathered for
American Thanksgiving Dinner. It is mid-meal and
between bites siblings and cousins are chatting. A
younger cousin, Holly, around 10 years old, asked her
older 30 year old cousin, Annie, how graduate school,
and the final project is going. Annie responds.
ANNIE
Have you ever tried to think of the name of
something, and it comes up as one big question
mark? It can be very frustrating. This happens
many times to people who know more than one
language, like English and Vietnamese, and the
words get jumbled up in their heads.

HOLLY
Oh, I get that. I can never remember the
Vietnamese word for teacher! Mom always has to
correct me.
ANNIE
Yup, same. I can never remember the word for
January. So over time, the jumbled happens more
and more, words just become forever missing,
or you do not have the right vocabulary to
describe what you are trying to say. This can be
disappointing, but people can learn ways to make
up for what is missing.

ANNIE’S THOUGHTS
How do you maintain proficiency in a language other than
using it every day?

ANNIE (cont’d)
My project is about finding a different way to
understand other people – your friends, your
parents, your grandparents, strangers – using
something besides just reading text or speaking
words.

35

ANNIE’S THOUGHTS
What is “your language”?
This deals with identity and the duality that occurs when
one has a hyphenated status. The constant questioning,
the incessant feelings of imposter syndrome, the
situational awareness, the opportunities with a diverse
status. Assumption of “your language” is something other
than English, the invasive nature of English, yet it is the
connecting thread between communities.

Annie points to half eaten food in front of her and Holly
on the dining table.

ANNIE’S THOUGHTS
Maintaining the essence of the message, the patterns, echos,
rhythm, cadences, tremor, gestures. The legacy. The fallacy
of authenticity, to say something is authentic is to gatekeep.
Acknowledgment and respect are key. Is one person’s
experience more authentic than another?

HOLLY
How are you gonna do that?
ANNIE
I have this idea of playing with how letters and
words look and act to help people understand
each other. Color, shape, movement, and even
sound can tell a story and make us feel emotions
– from happy and excited to sad and scared.
Feeling these emotions helps us understand
ourselves better and understand other people
better. Everyone is different; everyone has
different lives and different tastes. Yet, we are
still human and finding a way to connect through
mutual understanding.

ANNIE’S THOUGHTS
Communicating the narrative of one’s hyphenated status.
It is not a linear arch, it is emotional, a pattern of reflection,
processing, and reflection, reprocessing.

HOLLY
Hmmm… Interesting. Can you pass the mashed
potatoes and eggrolls?
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ANNIE (cont’d)
With food, there can be millions of different family
recipes, millions of variations. I think it was chef
Matin Yen from the PBS cooking show we used
to watch. He said “ Food is not defined by what
ingredients you put in. It’s defined by the essence,
the spirit of the flavor profile… It’s about tradition,
heritage, the execution – the spirit”. Expression
with language is the same way. One of the big
dreams of my project would be trying to speak
to the future, to people 100 years from now. The
letters and words are a time capsule.
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THERE IS NO

RELATIVE DIRECTION IN VASTNESS OF SPACE

The faint sounds of human
chatter leads you forward.
It is slightly inaudible until you focus on the voices.
Can you tell what language they are speaking? Does it
matter? You can interpret the people’s mood from the
intonations. The fast-paced, excited sounds are full
of energy, they could relying an accomplishment, an
interesting tidbit, or just pure unadulterated joy for life.
The monotone droning is constant, dull but still with a
calming undertone. These ambient sounds are muffled
by the glass, highlighted by the door swing, accented
with the clatter of dishware.

You come upon a doorway, the numbers and buzzers lit
by the small delicate wall sconce. You see a hint of the
door color, a lucky red, bright against the small amount
of lumination. Above there is the faint glow of lights
coming from residential windows, some people relaxing
from a day of work, a TV being the main source of
illumination, others buzzing around their small kitchen,
preparing their final meal of the day. Some are obscured
by curtains, others unobstructed, providing an intimate
glimpse of a person’s home space.
Imagine you are walking down a city street. You
cautiously walk on the sidewalk, one foot in front
of the other, step by step. You can hear your shoes
squeaking as you take these metered motions. Your
hand is against the wall, the rough brick texture cutting
slighting into your skin. Your index finger is riding along
the mortar line, acting as a guide, a type of track.

Another nature of
the situation is
revealed. Each sense
– s i g h t, s m e l l , t o u c h ,
s o u n d – i s a f i lt e r
of our perception of
r e a l i t y. R e a l i t y c a n
be augmented to reveal
new truths.
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You smell something cooking, the spicy and warm
scents of a fresh meal, your stomach leading you to the
next stop in your cautious adventure. You are a moth to
a flame. Up ahead, you see the light leaking from a large
storefront, the customers chatting, The glass foggy
from the steam, the mass of people, the hot food, the
contrast to the slight chill in the air.

PLACE
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PLACE
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PLACE

I’m not sure what this is saying.
But its saying something.
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Languages evolve, new words
are added or dropped from the
lexicon.

TYPEFACE / LETTERFORM AS THE
MEDIUM OF EXPLORATION

Because the form of letter
and words can be
expressive and hold meaning
The medium is the message

How these spoken words
change, accents change from
generation to generation.
I have always been in the
school of thought you should
preserve history to a point, the
act of preservation should not
a detrimental to the present.
At what point of time do you
look at for reference for the
preservation?
Only one significant moment?
Or multiple?
Are these moments collapsed
upon each other?
Multigenerational
First generation immigrants
to second generation,
U.S. citizen
the present generation
to human civilization

100 years from now
1,000 years from now
10, 000 years from now

PROCESS in TYPE
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Elisa Gabbert
author of five collections of poetry, essays and criticism

Explorations in what people can make
with a limit of words and or letters.
People give creative.
The use of the abbreviations, other
languages besides english, and the
use of the forms in other ways.
Turning a M upside down to make an
W or using a combination to make a
what was needed.
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“The
missingness of
poetry slows the
readers down,
making them
search for what
can’t be found”

Developed a combinations of words
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Vietnamese writing
system based on
Chinese ideographs

Thought I could develop an type “alphabet”
that could be used by Asian Americans.
However in some languages,
there is not such concept of an alphabet

Past & present & future for Vietnamese Americans
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English // Vietnamese // Chữ Nôm

trên
các
cả

toàn

khắp
như
ở

đánh
đả

đen

khóc
chết
vì

bạn
có

đầu
sao

trong
nó

như
yêu

ông

trai

Using precedent word lists, I gathered a word palette, and developed wordforms from this list.
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cái

moon
must
not
or
or
pink
put
recall
say
say
see
see
ship
Skin
so
so
spring
sun
they
use
water
who
woman
woman

trăng
phải

không
hay

hoặc

hồng
bỏ

nhớ
bảo
nói

thấy
xem
tàu
da

thế

vậy

xuân
nhật
họ

dùng
nước
ai

cô

bà
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a
above
all
all
all
all
as
at
beat
beat
black
cry
death
for
friend
have
head
how
in
it
like
love
man
man

Chữ Nôm

Chữ Nôm

Vietnamese

Vietnamese

Vietnamese

English

English
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Chữ Nôm

English

Vietnamese

English

English

COMBINED

It then becomes a discussion oh
how people engage and identity with
these forms. Because the thing with
languages, even though we name the
language, no two people really speak
the same one. It is influenced by age,
culture, location, and more.
But we can be coherent enough.
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Engagement at the level of an object,
these stamp blocks people can
physically arrange, mark, and
have a takeaway.
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How do these wordforms exist in space?
Sketch of the wordforms use in
different places, and different
methods.
The physical viewing. A kind of
pseudo-digital.
Different reading or emphasize
depending on the lighting.
The use of the multiple wordforms to
make a whole storyline, or to make
a phrase. Or in some cases you only
need a word to express something.
These wordforms in combination
and in various scales can create a
physical presence.
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New York City

天下為公
天下為公
Philadelphia

“The smaller the
windows are, and
the smaller the
panes, the more
i n t e n s e ly w i n d o w s
help connect us with
what is on the other
s i d e .”
Christopher Alexander
architect

Boston

This are windows of
connection
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Going from a more private viewing
to more public, entering from the
physical to digital
Designed Posters as physical
moment of engagement in the
public realm.
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Developed an zine to help lead people
along ther discovery
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Latin Letters used in the
Vietnamese Alphabet

Latin Alphabet
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Modifited letters used
in vietnamese, ă, â, đ, ê, ô, ơ, ư

letters w/ diacritical marks
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Augmented Reality (AR) allows for the
different engagement of a wordform and
a creation process is valuable for building
community. AR works with existing
monuments/gates or create where the
community is lacking.
The choice of Chinatowns is due to their
importance to the Asian american community,
as well as bring awareness to issues within
the community.
With each poster, additional information could
be added through the use of AR.
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Compressing moments in time
Finding moments of interest,
of stillness
Always trying to grasp the
ungraspable
Capture the essence, can it be
captured? Is it a fool's errand?
Humanity's drive, what you
learn on the way

COLLAGE AS
STORYTELLING
NEW ALIGNMENTS
ANOTHER READING
MOOD
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New York City

Philadelphia

Windows into American Chinatowns

Boston
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Day 001 / Day 002
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I then asked them to engage with the stamps, some were
hesitate, most thought it was a fun activity.
The students could discern some of the Vietnamese
words, from just the stamp blocks. They were excited
when they discovered the English word, that discovery
came in the stamping process.
I want to maintain that joy of discovery and feeling of
connection throughout my work.

“As I am now, I love speaking Viet.
I speak it clumsily but
confidently with my parents and
grandparents because that is the
only way I can communicate with
them. I like talking in public
knowing most people don’t know
what I’m talking about. ..
It feels like a secret and it foils
eavesdroppers”

- Vietnamese American Unviersity Student

95

94

Talked to Vietnamese American College Students, I asked
how they felt about their “secondary language” which
most identified as Viet, though some struggled with the
discernment.
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